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the nanomaterial development of 
inorganic (e.g., Au, [ 1–9 ]  Pd, [ 10,11 ]  W 18 O 49 , [ 12 ]  
WS 2 , [ 13 ]  CuS, [ 14 ]  Cu 9 S 5 , [ 15 ]  MoS 2 , [ 16 ]  
Bi 2 Se 3 , [ 17 ]  etc.) and organic (e.g., poly-
aniline, [ 18 ]  poly pyrrole, [ 19–22 ]  poly(3,4-ethyl
enedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate 
(PEDOT:PSS), [ 23,24 ]  carbon materials, [ 25–28 ]  
unit molecules [ 29 , 30a ] ) PT agents. PT therapy 
method supports the localized ablation of 
target cancer cells and relative lack of det-
rimental side effects to the surrounding 
normal tissues, that are typical for sys-
temic chemotherapy and radiotherapy 
methods. [ 7 ]  Therefore, recent studies 
have been conducted to identify the most 
suitable PT therapy methods, focusing 
various aspects including the shape con-
trol of PT agents, [ 9,31 ]  the seeking of new 
materials, [ 12–17,23,29,30 ]  the fabrication pro-
cess, [ 21,31 ]  the hybridization techniques of 
enhancing the PT effi ciency, [ 32 ]  and giving 
magnetic resonance imaging [ 22 ]  and drug 
release [ 24 ]  capabilities. 

 Among PT agents, organic nano-
materials have received more attentions 
because the inorganic-based PT agents 
are nonbiodegradable and generally would 

remain in the body for long periods of time, causing long-term 
toxicity. [ 33 ]  Interestingly, the organic PT agents that have been 
developed are more economical and better adapted to large-
scale production rather than the gold-based nanostructures that 
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  1.     Introduction 

 In the last decade, photothermal (PT) cancer therapy using 
near-infrared (NIR) light has been actively investigated with 
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have also been tested for PT therapies. [ 18,34–36 ]  Recently, our 
report fi rst initiated the use of organic PT nanoagent for the 
photothermal damage of cancer cells and offered guidance for 
the utilization of conjugated polymers. This study represented 
the fi rst fabrication of active and targetable polymeric PT nano-
particles using polyaniline (PAni) as a traditional aromatic con-
ducting polymer. [ 18 ]  Subsequently, Liu’s group reported the pol-
ymeric PT ablation with polypyrrole [ 19–22 ]  and PEDOT:PSS [ 23,24 ]  
nanoparticles as traditional and commercially available conduc-
tive polymers. 

 In spite of recent concentrated developments in PT nano-
agent research, a number of unavoidable and uncomfortable 
diffi culties still remain in relation to inorganic and organic 
PT nanoagents as following: 1) Synthesis: The large-scale syn-
thesis of uniform PT nanoagents is relatively diffi cult in both 
inorganic and organic systems. 2) Surfactant treatment: The 
prepared pristine PT nanoagents need to be coated with the sta-
bilizer (e.g., unit molecules or polymers) to ensure their long-
term stability in the medium. 3) Surface functionalization: To 
give the targeting capability onto cancer, the most PT nanoag-
ents are needed to be functionalized with acidic or basic mate-
rials that are able to bind the antibody. 4) PEGylation: Various 
PEG (polyethylene glycol) derivatives are used to reduce the 
toxicity and give functionality through wrapping and specifi c 
groups, respectively, for almost all PT nanoagents. 5) Multi-
step processes: The above-mentioned points include multistep 
works at the experimental preparation stage. 6) Cost: The func-
tionalized specifi c materials for the stabilization, surface modi-
fi cation, PEGylation, and multistep processes are related with 
economic considerations. 

 For the further development of PT nanoagents, thus, the 
above points should be considered, and the importance of sim-
plifying the systems and fi nding effi cient materials cannot be 
overemphasized. Till now, although the organic PT nanoagents 
have already demonstrated some advantages in terms of good 
stability, relatively low toxicity, and low cost compared to metal-
based materials, further efforts are still demanded to develop 
smart PT nanoagents requiring a simple preparation method, 
good stability, biocompatibility, targeting capability, and ade-
quate PT properties for effi cient cancer therapy. 

 In order to overcome the critical and remaining problems out-
lined above, in this study, we here designed and suggest a novel 
organic optical theragnostic nanoagent using heterocyclic conju-
gated polymer, PPDS (poly(sodium3-((3-methyl-3,4-dihydro-2H-
thieno[3,4-b][1,4]dioxepin-3-yl)methoxy)propane-1-sulfonate)). 
To evaluate the capability of PPDS as a biomarker-targetable 
theragnostic probe, colloidal stability and doping state at a physi-
ological condition, as well as biocompatibility and PT effi ciency 
were investigated after the formation of PPDS nanoassembly. 
On the other hand, breast cancer stem cells (or tumor-initiating 
cells) characterized by CD44 + /CD24 −  surface markers, and 
retain mammosphere formation and tumorigenic activity have 
been recently identifi ed in human breast cancer. [ 37,38 ]  Moreover, 
these stem-like cancer cells comprised of a heterogeneous cell 
population are resistant to conventional chemotherapy drugs 
and radiation. [ 39 ]  Therefore, research into the application for 
breast cancers is very important for the clinic. Thus, we con-
jugated the CD44-specifi c antibody onto PPDS nanoassembly, 
setting up these particles to target CD44-expressing cancer cells 

for NIR imaging and PT ablation. Using a 3D mammosphere 
in vitro culture system and in vivo tumor xenograft mice model, 
we observed that these CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassem-
blies were able to detect and eradicate the tumorigenic CD44-
expressing populations in tumor ( Figure    1  ). [ 40,41 ]  

    2.     Results and Discussion 

  2.1.     Fabrication of PPDS Nanoassembly 

 To fabricate the organic optical theragnostic nanoagent, PPDS 
was synthesized through oxidative chemical polymerization. To 
enhance the hydrophilic properties of poly-ProDOT, a sultone 
group was introduced to the ProDOT monomers (3-methyl-
3,4-dihydro-2 H -thieno[3,4-b][1,4]dioxepin-3-ol) (Figure  1 a and 
Figure S1, Supporting Information). Subsequently, the modi-
fi ed monomers (ProDOT–sultone) were oxidatively polymer-
ized using excess iron(III) chloride, which produced PPDS in 
its oxidized state with a molecular weight of 6.5 kDa by matrix 
assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-fl ight mass spec-
trometry (MALDI-TOF). For the preparation of the dispersed 
PPDS nanoassembly, the oxidized PPDS was redispersed in 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) with ultrasonication 
and the insoluble aggregates were removed by a centrifuga-
tion to obtain a clearly dispersed PPDS solution. Finally, self-
assembled amphiphilic PPDS nanoassembly in the aqueous 
phase (pH 7.4) were obtained with a uniform colloidal size of 
182.9 ± 9.5 nm, as determined by dynamic light scattering and 
the morphology investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
(Figure  1 b). The surface of PPDS nanoassembly was smooth 
and their size was consistent with the previous results from 
light scattering. Moreover, the dispersed PPDS nanoassembly 
could be visualized through dark fi eld microscopy (Figure  1 d). 
This one-step method for the preparation of well-dispersed PT 
nanoassembly constitutes a greatly simplifi ed approach com-
pared with the previous methods for producing polyaniline, [ 18 ]  
polypyrrole, [ 19–22 ]  and PEDOT:PSS [ 23,24 ]  PT nanoparticles, which 
were formulated through a multicoating process using sur-
factants. The prepared PPDS nanoassembly was stable and the 
colloidal stability was maintained for over six months without 
any severe aggregations (Figure S3a, Supporting Informa-
tion). The chemical structure of PPDS nanoassembly was con-
fi rmed using Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy 
(Figure S2 and Table S1, Supporting Information). The S O 
stretching of the sultone and the C C stretching frequency of 
the conjugated polymer from PPDS were observed at 1191 and 
1537 cm −1 , respectively. [ 42,43 ]  Moreover, due to the outer sultone 
groups of PPDS nanoassembly (Figure  1 e), the zeta-potential 
was −29.6 ± 7.3 mV and the successful synthesis of redox active 
PPDS was confi rmed with a cyclic voltammogram in an electro-
chemical study as shown in Figure  1 c.  

  2.2.     Physical Characterization of PPDS Nanoassembly 

 The absorbance spectrum of PPDS nanoassembly appeared 
to be maximized in the NIR region (Figure S3b, Supporting 
Information). Generally, the heterocyclic conductive polymers 
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show color through doped and de-doped states which can 
be controlled through the variation of electrochemical envi-
ronments. [ 41,42,44 ]  To observe the pH stability of PPDS 
nanoassembly, the pH degree of PPDS nanoassembly-dispersed 
solution was varied and absorbance spectra were obtained as 
shown in Figure S3b, Supporting Information. Noteworthily, 
the results showed that the high NIR light absorbance of PPDS 
(in its oxidized state) was retained at the physiological pH level 
(pH 7.4) due to the self-doping of PPDS by a strong doping group 
of –SO 3  −  on PPDS itself, which was in contrast with the NIR light 
absorbance properties of polyaniline (Figure  1 f). In accordance 
with our aim to seek a novel material in this study, we changed 
the chemical structure of PPDS by introducing of a longer alkyl 
chain and synthesized ProDOT hexyl sultone (PDHS), as shown 
in Figure S1, Supporting Information. However, the polymerized 
PPDHS as a control did not exhibit NIR absorbing peak at pH 
7.4, and was precipitated with nonredispersibility due to a con-
glomerate from the hydrophobic long alkyl chains (Figure S4a, 
Supporting Information). On the X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS) spectra and cyclic voltammogram, moreover, the 
presence and distribution of the sulphur from the sultone group 
was different in PPDHS, where it showed poor polymerization 
and nanoparticle formation (Figures S4b and S5, Supporting 
Information). [ 45,46 ]  We can conclude therefore that the chemical 
structure of heterocyclic conductive polymer (PPDS) which can 

be easily fabricated, simplifying the multistep process for the 
preparation of optical theragnostic nanoagents. Interestingly, 
heterocyclic conductive polymer can be chemically modifi ed to 
achieve the desired functionality, and due to the polaron and 
bipolaron it exhibits strong and durable NIR absorbance in its 
oxidized state. [ 47,48 ]  The chemical structure of PPDS, one of 
the thiophene derivatives, contains a big and long hydrophobic 
group of thiophene–alkyl  and a hydrophilic group of SO 3 . 
Importantly, due to its amphiphilic properties, we were able to 
rapidly and easily make water-dispersible PPDS nanoassembly 
without the help of any surfactants and additives. 

 The PT characteristics of PPDS nanoassembly as induced 
by NIR laser (808 nm) illumination were evaluated at var-
ious power densities (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 W cm −2 ). At a 
power density of 0.5 W cm −2 , the PT heating rate of PPDS 
nanoassembly (4 mg mL −1 , 1 mL) was 0.4 °C s −1 , it increased 
linearly with power density ( Figure    2  a). The temperature of 
PPDS nanoassembly increased up to 52 °C within 2 min at a 
5 W cm −2  power density (Figure S6, Supporting Information). 
Moreover, the PT conversion effi ciency ( η ) was calculated using 
the following equation, [ 49 ]  and Figure  2 b 
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 Figure 1.    Surfactant-free self-doped PPDS nanoassembly for optical cancer theragnosis. a) Schematic illustration for the fabrication of 
CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly by surfactant-free one-step synthesis and the application to NIR imaging and PT ablation of CD44-expressing 
cancer cells from xenograft mouse model by the irradiation of NIR laser. b) Size distribution of PPDS nanoassembly by a dynamic laser scattering. 
Atomic force microscopy image of PPDS nanoassembly is shown in the inset. Scale bar means 500 nm. c) Dark fi eld microscopic image of PPDS 
nanoassembly. Scale bar means 100 μm. d) Cyclic voltammogram for PPDS nanoassembly on an ITO glass in a H 2 O solution containing 0.1  M  sodium 
chloride using a platinum wire at a scan rate of 100 mV s −1  (three cycles were tested). A photograph of PPDS nanoassembly dispersed in DW is shown 
in the inset. e) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy spectra of C1s for PPDS nanoassembly. Experiment, C C/C H, C S, C C O, C O C, and 
C SO 3  − . f) Molecular structure of self-doped PPDS assembly. Cyanine circles mean self-doping site.
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 where  T  max  and  T  surr  are the equilibrium temperature and 
ambient temperature of the surroundings, respectively. The  h  
is the heat transfer coeffi cient and  S  is the surface area of the 
sample container.  Q  dis  expresses the heat dissipated from the 
light absorbed by the quartz sample cell itself,  I  is the incident 
laser power, and  A  808  is the absorbance of PPDS nanoassembly 
at 808 nm. PT conversion effi ciency ( η ) was obtained as 31.4%, 
which is comparable to other functionalized conjugated poly-
mers and gold nanoparticles (13%–40%). [ 15,48,50 ]  These results 
demonstrated that PPDS nanoassemblies were stably sus-
pended in the aqueous phase without a need for additives and 
possessed the NIR absorbance characteristics required from a 
PT ablation platform.  

  2.3.     Biocompatibility and PT Ablation Test 

 In order to evaluate the potential of the nanoassembly for PT 
anticancer treatment, we assessed the in vitro viability of PPDS 

nanoassembly for breast cancer cell lines 
(MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 cells) through a 
3-(4,5-dimethylthiazoly-2)-2,5-diphenyltetra-
zolium bromide (MTT) assay following treat-
ment of PPDS nanoassembly. The treatment 
of PPDS nanoassembly (up to 20 mg mL −1 ) 
for the two cell lines resulted in no cell death 
or decrease in cellular proliferation ( Figure    3   
and Figure S7, Supporting Information). To 
investigate in vivo biocompatibility, moreover, 
the immune response after the treatment of 
PPDS nanoassembly was evaluated through 
an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and 
the concentration of IL-6 and TNF-α from the 
sampled whole blood of PPDS-treated mice 
( n  = 3,  Figure    4  ). The results demonstrated 
that CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly 
could be stably applied to in vivo use. 

   To increase the PT ablation effect, the tar-
geting moiety was then attached to PPDS 
nanoassembly for specifi c delivery onto 
the target cancer cells. Interestingly, the 
anti-CD44 antibody could be directly conju-

gated to PPDS nanoassembly through electrostatic physisorp-
tion interaction [ 35 ]  without any of the functionalized surface 
coating agent. The size of the PPDS nanoassembly after the 
conjugation of anti-CD44 antibody was slightly increased 
to 214.6 ± 3.4 nm due to the surface modifi cation and NIR-
absorbing property was still maintained as shown in Figure S3c, 
Supporting Information. Using fl ow cytometry, we then deter-
mined the cell surface expression of CD44 and CD24 on 
MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 breast cancer cell lines. Cells with 
a CD44 + /CD24 −  expression profi le are likely tumor-initiating 
breast cancer cells, and are therefore a prime target for PT 
ablation. The majority of MDA-MB-231 cells (96.5%) exhib-
ited the CD44 + /CD24 −  expression profi le; however, MCF7 
cells did not express the CD44 + /CD24 −  phenotype ( Figure    5  b). 
We confi rmed the differential expression of CD44 in these 
two cell lines by treating them with the CD44-targeted 
PPDS nanoassembly. Through the dark fi eld microscopy, 
the nanoassembly (viewed as white dots due to light scat-
tering) was seen to associate with MDA-MB-231 cells, but not 
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 Figure 2.    Investigation of PT effect for PPDS nanoassembly. a) PT rates of PPDS nanoassembly 
at the various power densities of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 W cm −2 . PT rate was calculated from the 
slope of the temperature increase in the course of 2 min (see Figure S6, Supporting Informa-
tion). b) Temperature changes (Δ temperature) of PPDS nanoassembly at laser on/off states 
using different laser power levels for the calculation of the PT effi ciency. The power levels of 
the laser were 200 (circle) and 500 (diamond) mW, respectively. Dotted line means the time 
of turning-off laser.

 Figure 3.    Biocompatibility tests for PPDS nanoassembly. a) Cell viabilities for MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 cells after the treatment of PPDS nanoassembly 
according to various concentrations. b) In vivo biocompatibility assay graphs IL-6 (left) and TNF-α (right) concentration measured from sampled blood 
obtained by a control mice (PBS-injection) and PPDS nanoassembly-injected mice, respectively.
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with MCF7 cells by (Figure  5 d). Furthermore, the bare PPDS 
nanoassembly (without anti-CD44 antibody) did not associate 
with MDA-MB-231 cells (Figure S8, Supporting Information). 
Thus, CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly specifi cally tar-
geted CD44-expressing cancer cells. 

  Next, we sought to verify that the CD44-targeted 
nanoassembly was appropriate for the specifi c PT ablation 
of targeted and NIR irradiated cells only. Both MDA-MB-
231 and MCF7 cells were treated with CD44-targetable PPDS 
nanoassembly and specifi c areas were irradiated with a NIR 
laser (808 nm). To measure the changes in cell viability, the 
cells were loaded with calcein-AM and a buffer containing 
ethidium bromide (EtBr). Live cells retain the calcein dye but 
exclude EtBr, which causes in bright green fl uorescence. By 
contrast, PT damage prevents calcein dye retention and perme-
abilizes the cells to EtBr, which results in red fl uorescence. [ 51,52 ]  
In Figure  5 f, MDA-MB-231 cells irradiated with NIR light (the 
red dotted line) show red fl uorescence as a result of PT damage 
and cell death. However, the live cells outside the target area are 
vivid green, indicating that no damage was induced by PPDS 
nanoassembly in the absence of NIR irradiation. In addition, 
CD44-defi cient MCF7 cells were not damaged by NIR laser 
exposure because PPDS nanoassemblies were not specifi cally 
associated with the cells, demonstrating that NIR laser irradia-
tion alone is not harmful to cells. Thus, CD44-targetable PPDS 
nanoassembly facilitated the localized PT ablation of CD44 +  
MDA-MB-231 cells by direct NIR laser irradiation.  

  2.4.     Optical Cancer Theragnosis using Targetable PPDS 
Nanoassembly 

 In general, the ability for the formation of 3D mammospheres 
demonstrates strong self-renewal and tumorigenic potential. [ 12 ]  
Moreover, these 3D structures represent a more realistic in 
vitro model of tumor architecture. Therefore, we next tested the 
PT ablation effi cacy of PPDS nanoassembly on mammospheres 
(Figure  5 a). Mammospheres of MDA-MB-231 cells presenting 
acinus-like 3D structures (≈100–150 µm) were grown in a sus-
pension culture (Figure S9a, Supporting Information). [ 53 ]  CD44 
expression of the mammosphere cells was confi rmed by immu-
nofl uorescence, and CD44 + /CD24 −  expression profi le levels 
(84.4%) were determined by fl ow cytometry (Figure S9b,c, 
Supporting Information). These results were consistent with 
MDA-MB-231 cells grown in standard adherent conditions. 
The CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly bound to the CD44-
expressing mammospheres, as evidenced by the light scattering 
on the surface of the mammospheres observed through dark 
fi eld microscopy (Figure  5 e). 

 To test the PT ablation effect of PPDS nanoassembly 
against the mammospheres, the confl uent mammospheres 
were treated with the CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly. 
When the mammospheres were exposed to weak NIR laser 
irradiation (8 W cm −2 ), 50% were killed by the photoinduced 
heat from PPDS nanoassembly (Figure  5 f,g). The live (green 
fl uorescent) cells were only observed at the hemisphere of 
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 Figure 4.    In vivo NIR absorbance imaging and PT effect of CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly. a) Photographs of MDA-MB-231 orthotopic xenograft 
mouse model (upper) and irradiation setting for the PT ablation (lower). b) NIR absorbance images of the tumor-bearing xenograft mice models treated 
with CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly (top images) and bare PPDS nanoassembly (bottom images) for preinjection (<0 min) and postinjection 
(30 min after the intravenous injection). c) Photon counts graph obtained from b) (* p  < 0.01). d) Photographs and absorbance images of extracted 
tumor tissues from tumor-bearing mice model noninjection (left column) and CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly treatment (right column). e) Photon 
counts graphs for extracted tumor, liver, and brain tissues from tumor-bearing mice model noninjection and CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly 
treatment conditions (* p  < 0.01). f) Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining images for tumor-bearing mice model treated with CD44-targetable PPDS 
nanoassembly nonirradiation site (upper) and NIR laser (20 W cm −2 ) irradiation site (lower). Scale bar means 100 µm.
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the mammospheres, and no disruption to the mammosphere 
morphology was observed through white-light microscopy. By 
contrast, the irradiation of a stronger NIR light (20 W cm −2 ) 
toward the mammospheres treated with CD44-targetable PPDS 
nanoassembly ablated the mammosphere cells, even in mam-
mospheres larger than 100 µm in diameter (Figure  5 h). The 

unilluminated mammospheres outside the laser target area 
remained undamaged, as evidenced by calcein fl uorescence. 
Furthermore, the mammospheres that were not treated with 
CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly but were irradiated by 
the NIR also remained undamaged (Figure S10, Supporting 
Information). These results demonstrate that CD44-targetable 
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 Figure 5.    PT ablation of 3D mammospheres by CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly. a) Schematic illustration of the PT ablation of breast cancer 3D 
mammospheres by the combination of CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly and NIR laser. i) Cultivation of 3D mammospheres, ii) the treatment of 
CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly and NIR laser irradiation. iii) The confi rmation of the PT ablation following cellular staining with calcein-AM and 
EtBr. The gray-colored area shows the dead 3D mammospheres. b) Flow cytometry analysis of MDA-MB-231 (upper) and MCF7 (lower) cells for CD44 
and CD24. c) Dark fi eld microscopic images of MDA-MB-231 (upper) and MCF7 (lower) cells after the treatment of CD44-targetable PPDS assembly. 
Blue, Hoechst 33342. Scale bar means 20 µm. d) Fluorescence microscopic images of MDA-MB-231 (upper) and MCF7 (lower) cells after treatment 
with CD44-targeted PPDS assembly and NIR laser (808 nm, 8 W cm −2 ) irradiation. Red dotted lines indicate the NIR laser irradiated area. Scale bar 
means 100 µm. e) Dark fi eld microscopic image of MDA-MB-231 mammospheres treated with CD44-targetable PPDS assembly. Blue, Hoechst 33342. 
Scale bar means 20 µm. f) Fluorescence and g) DIC images for MDA-MB-231 mammospheres treated with CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly after 
NIR laser irradiation (8 W cm −2  for 10 min). Scale bar means 100 µm. h) Fluorescence microscopic image for PT ablation potential of CD44-targetable 
PPDS nanoprobes-treated MDA-MB-231 mammospheres at 20 W cm −2  for 10 min. Scale bar = 200 µm.
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PPDS nanoassembly can be delivered onto CD44-expressing 
tumor mammospheres and can facilitate localized cell ablation 
via directed NIR laser irradiation. 

 The in vivo targeted delivery and PT ability of the CD44-targ-
etable PPDS nanoassembly was assessed using a tumor-bearing 
mice model (Figure  4 a). 30 min after the injection of the CD44-
targetable PPDS nanoassembly into MDA-MB-231 orthotopic 
xenograft mouse model, NIR absorbance at the breast tumor 
site was remarkably increased, as shown in Figure  4 b–e. 
However, there was no critical change in the NIR absorbance 
of the bare PPDS nanoassembly. Moreover, NIR imaging 
results for the extracted tumor tissue and organs (liver and 
brain) exhibited tumor-specifi c delivery of the CD44-targetable 
PPDS nanoassembly. Therefore, NIR laser light (808 nm, 
2.5 W cm −2 ) was irradiated to the tumor site for 10 min and the 
PT damage was confi rmed on hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) 
staining microscopic images (Figure  4 f). For an extensive con-
fi rmation of the targeted delivery and PT effect of the CD44-

targetable PPDS nanoassembly, CD44-expressing HT1080 cells 
(fi brosarcoma) were used to fabricate a xenograft mice model 
and an in vivo PT ablation study similar to the preceding one. 
As presented in  Figure    6  , NIR laser on its own could not cause 
damage at the proximal tumor site (Figure  6 b), while the com-
bination of the CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly with the 
NIR laser enabled the ablation of the cancer cells (Figure  6 a). In 
addition, the PT damage of the tumor treated with the CD44-
targetable PPDS nanoassembly confi rmed on the H&E staining 
microscopic images (Figure  6 c). These results demonstrated 
that CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly could be stably 
applied to in vivo use as optical theragnostic agents. 

     3.     Conclusion 

 In summary, we have reported the most simplifi ed and effi -
cient approach for the development of optical theragnostic 
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 Figure 6.    PT damaging of fi brosarcoma xenograft mouse model using CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly. PT damaging test for a) CD44-targetable 
PPDS nanoassembly treatment and b) nontreatment conditions with NIR laser irradiation (2.5 W cm −2 , 10 min). c) Schematics for tumor tissue section 
and H&E staining images of HT1080 tumor-bearing mice model treated with CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly after NIR laser irradiation. Upper 
column: damaged area middle column: boundary area lower column: nondamaged area. Scale bars mean 40 µm.
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nanoassembly based on heterocyclic conductive polymer 
(PPDS) exhibiting strong and durable NIR absorbance at the 
physiological pH, and long-term stability from a self-dopable 
structure. PPDS nanoassembly could be prepared in a well-
dispersed solution without any additional surfactants or stabi-
lizers, and presented a comparable PT effi ciency of 31.4%. It 
is noted that PPDS nanoassembly with a sulfonate functional 
group could target the CD44-expressing cancer cells by direct 
conjugation of a CD44-specifi c antibody without surface cov-
ering by functionalized materials, and that they specifi cally 
adhered to the target cancer cells (both in vitro and in vivo), 
which enabled the specifi c PT damaging of the targeted 
cells. In addition, PPDS nanoassembly showed biocompat-
ibility without the need for complex surface treatments with 
cell-friendly covering materials, which are unavoidable and 
necessary processes in all other currently reported studies. 
The superior PPDS nanoassemblies were applied to the 3D 
tumor mammospheres and the breast cancer and fi brosarcoma 
xenograft mice models. PT damaging of the mammospheres 
indicated that PPDS nanoassembly was effective against CD44-
expressing cancer cells, irrespective of the tumor architecture. 
Moreover, PPDS nanoassembly showed excellent specifi c tar-
geting of the CD44-expressing cancerous cells, NIR absorbance 
imaging in vivo, and effective damaging by NIR light irradia-
tion. We can therefore confi rm that these novel approaches for 
simplifying the preparation process of organic optical therag-
nostic nanoagents through molecular design and structuring 
offer excellent candidates for the smart optical theragnosis of 
cancer.  

  4.     Experimental Section 
  Preparation of CD44-Targetable PPDS Nanoassembly : PPDS was 

synthesized through oxidative polymerization as shown in Figure S1, 
Supporting Information, and solid powder was then obtained by fi ltering 
and drying. To prepare the water-dispersed PPDS nanoassembly, 100 mg 
of PPDS powder was fi rst suspended in 20 mL PBS (pH 7.4, 10 × 10 −3   M ). 
Following ultrasonication (190 W) for 10 min, the aggregated PPDS 
clusters were eliminated by centrifugation (3500 rpm for 10 min). The 
dispersed PPDS nanoassembly was collected and divided with several 
equivalent volume and some aliquots ( n  > 3) was frozen and dried 
under a vacuum. The obtained dry PPDS powder was used to quantify 
the mass concentration of the original PPDS solution. Absorbance of 
the prepared PPDS nanoassembly was obtained using an absorbance 
spectrometer (Mecasys UV-2120, Korea). The size and zeta-potential 
were measured by laser scattering (ELS-Z, Otsuka Electronics, Japan), 
and the characteristic bands of PPDS nanoassembly were confi rmed 
with Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy. We utilized the Nanoscope 
IV controller (Veeco) for AFM imaging of the surface with a tapping 
model in air at room temperature. A rectangular AFM silicon cantilever 
(RTESP-Tap300 Metrology Probe, Veeco) was used for tapping-model 
AFM imagining. Furthermore, an AFM data analysis software was 
used to obtain a histogram for the grain size of the surface, which was 
converted from the collected AFM data.   For the preparation of the CD44-
targetable PPDS nanoassembly, PPDS suspension (4 mg mL −1 , 1 mL) 
was mixed with a 3 µL anti-CD44 antibody solution (Cell Signaling 
Technology) and incubated at 4 °C for 4 h. The unbound antibodies were 
eliminated by centrifugation. The fi nal products were resuspended in 
PBS (1 mL, pH 7.4, 10 × 10 −3   M ). 

  Characterization of PT Properties of PPDS Nanoassembly : To investigate 
the PT potential of PPDS nanoassembly as induced by NIR laser 
irradiation, 1 mL of a PPDS nanoassembly solution (4 mg mL −1 ) was 

prepared. The solution was exposed to a NIR coherent diode laser 
(808 nm, UM30K, Jenoptik, Germany) for 5 min, and the solution 
temperature was monitored with a thermocouple (187 true rms 
multimeters, Fluke, USA). To calculate the PT conversion effi ciency, 
1 mL of a PPDS nanoassembly solution (1 mg mL −1 ) was prepared. The 
solution was exposed to a NIR coherent diode laser for 18 min to be 
steady-stated, and the temperature of the solution was monitored with 
a thermocouple. 

  In Vitro Cell Toxicity of PPDS Nanoassembly : Human breast cancer 
cell lines MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 were obtained from the American 
Tissue Type Culture (ATCC, Rockville, MD, USA). The MCF-7 cells 
were cultured in a DMEM medium (Gibco, Invitrogen, Grand Island, 
NY, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% 
antibiotics. MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in a RPMI 1640 medium 
(Gibco, Invitrogen) containing 5% FBS and 1% antibiotics. All the 
cultures were maintained at 37 °C in a 5% CO 2  atmosphere. The 
cytotoxicity of PPDS was evaluated by a colorimetric assay based on 
the cellular reduction of MTT (Cell Proliferation Kit I, Roche, Germany) 
in metabolically active cells. In a typical cell viability experiment, the 
MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231 cells (10 4  cells per well) were seeded into 
96-microwell plates and incubated at 37 °C. After 24 h, the medium was 
removed, and the cells were incubated with a fresh medium (100 µL) 
containing various concentrations of PPDS nanoassembly at 37 °C. 
After the incubation period, the yellow MTT solution was treated, and 
the formed formazan crystals were solubilized with 10% sodium dodecyl 
sulfate in 0.01  M  HCl. The absorbance of the resulting colored solution 
was then measured at 575 nm and at 650 nm for reference, using a 
microplate spectrophotometer (Epoch, BioTek, USA). The cell viability 
was determined from the intensity ratio of the treated to nontreated 
control cells and was shown as an average ± standard deviation 
( n  = 4). Furthermore, the long-term viability of PPDS nanoassembly was 
also confi rmed using a real-time cell analyzer after 48 h of treatment. 

  3D Tumor Mammospheres : MDA-MB-231 cells (1 × 10 6  cells per 
well) were seeded into ultra-low attachment-coated culture plates 
(100φ, Corning) in a 1:1 DMEM/F12 (Lonza) basal medium freshly 
supplemented with 5% FBS, 10 ng mL −1  epidermal growth factor, 
10 µg mL −1  insulin, 1 µg mL −1  hydrocortisone, and 1% antibiotics 
(Dontu et al.). [ 41 ]  The culture medium was changed every two days. The 
expression of CD44 and CD24 on MDA-MB-231 mammospheres was 
determined by fl ow cytometry. Single cells from the mammospheres 
(1 × 10 6  cells) were collected, washed three times with a blocking buffer 
(0.2% FBS and 0.02% sodium azide in PBS, 10 × 10 −3   M,  and pH 7.4) 
to prevent nonspecifi c binding of the antibody, and then incubated with 
20 L fl uorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated rat antimouse CD44 
(0.5 µg µL −1 ) and phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated rat antimouse CD24 
(BD Biosciences) for 30 min at 4 °C. The washed cells were suspended 
in a 400 µL 4% paraformaldehyde solution and stored at 4 °C prior to 
the fl ow cytometry.   To determine the affi nity of the CD44-targetable 
PPDS nanoassembly with MDA-MB-231 mammospheres, the cells 
were seeded at 40 mammospheres per well in a four-well plate and 
then incubated with CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly for 30 min at 
4 °C. The treated cells were washed three times with PBS to eliminate 
the unbound nanoassembly. The cellular binding affi nity of the CD44-
targetable PPDS nanoassembly against MDA-MB-231 mammospheres 
was assessed with dark fi eld microscopy after nuclear staining by 
Hoechst 33342. 

  In Vitro PT Ablation of Breast Cancer Mammospheres : MDA-MB-231 
mammospheres (2 × 10 2  mammospheres per well) were incubated 
with a 500 µL CD44-targetable PPDS nanoparticle solution at 4 °C for 
30 min in 48-well culture plates. The cells were rinsed with PBS, and a 
500 µL phenol red free medium was added to each well. For the laser 
irradiation experiments, the cells were exposed to a NIR coherent diode 
laser (808 nm, 8 or 20 W cm −2 ) for 10 min to induce PT cell damage. 
The distribution of the live cells was observed with an optical system 
microscope following cellular staining with calcein-AM and EtBr 
(1 × 10 −6   M ) at 37 °C for 30 min. 

  In Vivo Biocompatibility Tests : The levels of human IL-6 and TNF-α in 
the blood obtained from mouse models after 24 h from the intravenous 
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injection of PPDS nanoassembly were determined from triplicate aliquots 
by an enzyme linked immunoabsorbance assay (ELISA) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol (Quantikine Immunoassay kit from R&D). 

  In Vivo NIR-Absorbance Imaging : An orthotopic xenograft mouse 
model was established with the injection of MDA-MB-231 cells (1 × 10 7  
cells) into the left mammary fat pad of BALB/c nude mice at fi ve weeks 
of age. To obtain a visual representation of the time-dependent targeting 
potential, CD44-targetable PPDS or bare PPDS nanoassembly was 
injected into the tumor-bearing mice ( n  = 5, tumor volume ≈ 500 mm 3 ) 
via the tail vein (16 mg mL −1 , 50 µL). The delivery of PPDS nanoassembly 
was imaged by positioning each mouse on an animal plate in the 
eXplore Optix system (ART Advanced Research Technologies, Montreal). 
The laser power and count time settings were optimized at 1 µW, and 
the temporal point spread function (TPSF) integration time was set at 
1 s per point. The excitation and emission spots were raster-scanned in 
0.5-mm steps over the selected regions of interest to generate emission 
wavelength scans. A pulsed laser diode (734 nm) was used and the 
time-dependent absorbance of the CD44-targetable PPDS or bare PPDS 
nanoassembly was confi rmed by measuring the photon counts (i.e., the 
NIR absorbance intensity). All the experiments were conducted with 
the approval of the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of 
Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC) International. 

  In Vivo PT Ablation using NIR Laser : The tumor-bearing xenograft mice 
were anesthetized and CD44-targetable PPDS nanoassembly (16 mg mL −1 , 
50 µL) were intravenously injected into the tail vein. After 4 h, the 
tumor site was exposed to a NIR coherent diode laser (8 W cm −2 ) for 
10 min. Subsequently, the mice were sacrifi ced, and the tumor tissue was 
excised and fi xed using a 4% paraformaldehyde solution. A histological 
evaluation was conducted using H&E staining. The tissues were 
embedded in paraffi n after being dehydrated with increasing alcohol 
concentrations and cleared in xylene. Slices (of thickness = 10 µm) 
were mounted onto glass slides, and for nuclear staining, the slides 
were placed twice in a container fi lled with hematoxylin for 10 min. 
The tissues were rinsed in water for 10 min to remove the hematoxylin, 
and the cytoplasm was stained with eosin and dehydrated in the same 
manner as described above. The samples were then rinsed with DI 
water twice for 5 min. All of the stained tissue sections were analyzed 
using a virtual microscope (Olympus BX51, Japan) and Olyvia software. 
For further confi rmation of the targeting and PT potential of the CD44-
targetable PPDS nanoprobes, CD44-expressing fi brosarcoma HT1080 
cells (1 × 10 6  cells) were used to establish a xenograft mouse model as 
described above.  
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